
With the re-instatement of full CV(Commissionable Volume) on the Vital Day Pack, the income potential is not only quite alarming, but truly 
wonderful.  Like the concept of a million dollars today or a penny a day doubled for a month, delayed gratification with consistent effort yields 
promising results.  If youʼve never heard of this example, a penny a day doubled for 31 days equals $10,737,418.  Donʼt believe it, grab a 
calculator and check it out for yourself!

The numbers here represent the what can happen when a new WC(Wellness Consultant) sponsors one new person a month and shows that 
person how to do the same in their second month.  The results?  The organization, the number of Vital Day Packs, and the income doubles 
each month.

Month"1" 2" 3" 4" 5" " 6" " 7" " 8" " 9" " 10" " 11" " 12

New
WCʼs" 1" 2" 4" 8" 16" " 32" " 64" " 128" " 256" " 512" " 1024" " 2048
Sponsored

Vital 
Packs"1" 2" 4" 8" 16" " 32" " 64" " 128" " 256" " 512" " 1024" " 2048
Purchased

Volume 525" 1050" 2100" 4200" 8400" " 16,800" 33,600" 67,200" 134,400" 268,800" 537,600" 1,075,200

Income 31.5" 63" 126" 252" 504" " 1008" " 2016" " 4032" " 8064" " 16,128" 32,256" 64,512

After 12 months, the person who starts this ball rolling will earn a total of $128,992.50.  This is using a 6% calculation without including the 20%, 
15%, or 10% earnings until the new person advances to the rank of Silver.

Silver will be achieved by the end of the 5th month due to combining the volume from months 4, 5, and 6.  This creates a slightly higher earning 
potential(20%) that is not part of these calculations.  Bottom line, it is possible to earn a six-figure income in the first year by investing nothing 
more than $525...ONCE!  The key is to duplicate.  Teach others to reach others.

POWER OF DUPLICATION WITH NIKKENʼS VITAL DAY PACK


